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From the Snare of the Fowler (2019) 

Acrylic, charcoal, gouache, hand embroidery, and tears on paper, 28x42” 

 

Trinh Mai† 

This piece began telling the story of a Vietnamese greenfinch who is working 

tirelessly to untangle the refugee children from the snares that befall them. After 

living with it for some time in the studio, my perception of the work shifted as the 

greenfinch began binding the children in a cord with which he will pull them out of 

the wilderness. In this new interpretation, the greenfinch moves from a defensive 

state into a more assertive role as hope springs confidently into aggressive action. A 

prayer for the refugee families, that they may be led to firm terrain with eyes set on 

a longsuffering hope for the life ahead.  

FROM THE “WE WHO SEEK REFUGE” COLLECTION 

In an effort to examine the refugee and immigrant experience, then and now, 

works from the We Who Seek Refuge collection render the stories whose threads 

bind our witnessing of war, our will to survive the wounds they’ve planted, and our 

waking from the wreckage that calls forth inevitable growth. 

These works weave we the people—the living history—into the forgone 

histories whose effects remain deeply rooted in humanity still. They tell of the 

inpouring of those fleeing oppression and the indwelling of an inherent resilience 

that stirs wildly within us, even when trudging in the darkness of wars, personal and 

political. These are the stories of us—the ones that have been seeded in hardship and 

healing, in persecution and perseverance, in displacement, despair and 

determination—the ones that inspire compassion and custodial responsibility. 

These works acknowledge the wars that have always been. They water that 

which has seeped itself deep into the soil upon which we now stand, and harvest the 

pulp before folding it into the fissures of the fractured, with the hope of cultivating 

new courage. 

Remembering our predecessors, those who have fought alongside us, and the 

ones in mid-flight, this collection honors our existence as an enduring people. 
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ARTIST BIOGRAPHY 

         As a second-generation Vietnamese American, I live the refugee experience 

vicariously through the stories that I’ve inherited from my family and those who 

have generously allowed me the privilege of interpreting them with my own ears, 

eyes and hands.  

         I further examine these histories by documenting the wars we’ve survived and 

our collective need to heal by incorporating materials that tell the stories of inherited 

trauma, courage, and recovery—my blood, hair, and tears, Bà Ngoại’s, 

Grandmother’s, used tea bags and ashes, and cotton harvested from the fields in 

which my husband and his family toiled with neighboring immigrant families when 

they first arrived in America.  
My work bears witness to the fragility and temporality of life as illustrated in 

the materials used—lacerations on paper that bleed with living plants to reveal my 

father-in-law’s release papers from the re-education camp during the war in Việt 

Nam that spilled into neighboring nations; letters that address fear as written by 

refugees from Africa, Eastern Europe, the Middle East, and Southeast Asia; sea 

stones from the Pacific, tethered to an oil painting of a mother who reaches in hope; 

tree fragments that have shed old skin; large weeping war wounds that plague a 

museum wall—made of colorful textile, broken feathers and tattered dragonfly 

wings like that of our own, and Vietnamese newspaper soiled by news of injustice, 

mud, and rain. My work focuses on humanity’s incessant struggle in war and 

suffering, while seeking to chronicle growth as a response to affliction, growth as 

cause for affliction, and the potential healing that follows thereafter. 

Driven by a faith in the power of art to document history, to heal, and to 

educate, I have partnered with the Friends of Hue Foundation Children’s Shelter in 

Việt Nam, Angkor Hospital for Children in Cambodia, Oceanside Museum of Art, 

Bowers Museum, and universities across America to develop fine art projects that 

support and engage survivors of war and mass exodus. Through collaborations with 

San Diego Art Institute and the International Rescue Committee, I have had the great 

privilege of producing interactive installations which address the injustices that 

incite fear within refugee and immigrant communities, also engaging refugee youth 

with creative expression in honoring home, heritage, history, and heroism. 

 

 


